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Abstract:
Various ways of classifying plant viruses are tried as virus classification may reveal possible
evolutionary relationship and enable prediction of the properties of unexampled viruses. Viral molecular
taxonomy represents an important achievement to reach an unbiased objective classification. In order to simplify
and accelerate the viral molecular taxonomy, a digital signal representing of viral genomes is presented. The
approach applies known signal processing techniques for the analysis of genomic information. A classification
method is proposed by applying the Haar Wavelet Technique on the resulting genome signals. Based on multilevel Haar transform, the search starts at the nth trend and follow the various levels upward until a match is found.
The Quick Response (QR) representation of genome sequences may prove to bear practical applications in
sequence alignment and phylogenetic analysis.
Key words: DNA, Plant viruses, viral molecular taxonomy, Haar Wavelet, Multi-resolution Analysis,
Quick Response.

1. Introduction
Plant viruses were first classified according to
the properties of the viral particles based on host,
symptoms,
transmission
route,
vectors,
morphology,
chemistry,
serology,
cross
protection, and the disease they cause [1]. Viruses
lie in the shaded area between living and nonliving matters, therefore when they are present in
the living form they will be selected for their
ability to sequester the host metabolic systems.
However, when present in the non-living form
they will be selected for stability and efficient
dispersion. Hence, other classification systems
are necessitated where genetic information of
viral particles and host-virus interactions are
present in order to achieve unbiased
classification [1, 2].
The classical taxonomy named after Linnaeus,
the Linnaean system, grouped species into a
hierarchy of increasing inclusive categories [3].
In the first grouping level, species that appear to
be closely related are grouped in the same genus.
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Then related genera are placed in the same
family, families into orders, orders into classes,
classes into phyla, phyla into kingdoms, and
more recently, kingdoms into domains. The
classification levels become more specific
towards the bottom. Many organisms belong to
the same kingdom; fewer belong to the same
phylum, and so forth with species being the most
specific classification. The problem with this
taxonomic system is that it tries to perform
incompatible tasks such as naming, classifying,
and searching for similarity and phylogeny all at
the same time.
Computer classification was initially based on
Adanson’s method [4] where all possible
characters given the same weight then defining it
using groups of correlated characters. Other
computer classification programs relying on
qualitative and quantitative or multistate
properties have been developed [1]. Additional
programs, likewise, identify the most used
character in defining the clusters of classification
[5]. Quite recently, we have developed a model
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where DNA nucleotides were represented in a
compact form similar to Quick Response (QR)
representation to reduce the storage requirements
in the database [6]. To speed up the search
process the Haar Wavelet technique was applied
to the resulting DNA signals. Based on multilevel Haar transform, the search starts at the nth
trend and follow the various levels upward until
a match is found. Thus applying Haar wavelet
transform will divide the database into clusters
with the same trends. These clusters can be
regarded as classification groups that enable the
researcher to identify the group of the viral query
sequence.

2. Methodology
The Haar wavelet is the simplest type of wavelet,
used for compressing signals and for removing
noise. The Haar transform decomposes a discrete
signal into two sub-signals; each is about half the
original signal length. One sub-signal is a
running average or “the trend” and the other subsignal is a running difference or “the
fluctuations”. We will concentrate on the trend
sub-signal. The first trend sub-signal,
a1 = (a1, a2,…,aN/2), for the signal f is computed
by taking a running average in the following
way. Its first value, a1, is computed by taking the
average of the first pair of values of f: (f1 + f2) /2,
and then multiplying it by √2, That is:
a1 = (f1+f2) / √2
a2 = (f3+f4) / √2
And so on…
For example the binary signal:
(0011110101101100) 2
After applying the first round of Haar wavelet it
takes the form
(0, √2,√2,1/√2, 1/√2, 1/√2,√2,0)
The second round of the Haar wavelet on the
trend signal only it will give
(1, 2, √2, 1)
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In this work we use two DNA signal
representation methods, the first one is the single
dimension binary representation and the second
one is a binary matrix representation (QR). In
this section we will apply the first one and in the
next section the second will be applied.
Mapping the DNA sequences to binary
representation is a simple straight forward
procedure. For most tasks, a flat encoding of 2
bits/nucleotide, assigned in alphabetical order
would be a sufficient starting point.
A = (00)2
C = (01)2
G = (10)2
T = (11)2

or
or
or
or

A = 0Q
C = 1Q
G = 2Q
T = 3Q

For example the DNA sequence
ATTCCGGAGCTAG
It will be represented in binary format as:
(00111101011010001001110010) 2
Therefore we can apply the Haar wavelet
transform on the resulting binary signal [6]. In
this work, the Haar wavelet transform is applied
to the single dimension binary representation of
17
sequences
(AB000472,
AB000473,
AB000474, AB027007, AB027008, AB027009,
AB027010, AB004456, AB004457, AB004544,
AB098341, AB098342, AB098343, AB098344,
HQ588899, HQ588900, HQ588901) of 5 types
of plant viruses including four types of ssRNA
positive strand and one type of ssDNA viruses.
Table 1 and Table 2 demonstrate the last three
trends of each sequence in the group. The search
process goes in a bottom-up fashion. It starts to
compare the smallest trend signals and if it
matches, the search goes upward. This process is
repeated until reaching an exact match. The
database is serving similar to a large tree and the
search process advances through this tree branch.
Figure 1 depicts the search process in the
database starting from the tree root or the larger
trend. This tree is actually a B-tree; therefore
searching a B-tree is O (tlogt (n)) where t is the
block size. As observed O (tlogt (n)) < O (n);
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therefore this method provides faster search time
as compared to the traditional string matching
methods [10, 11, 12, 13,14].

Table 2
The n-1th and nth trend for five plant viruses’
sequences

Fig.1: The search process in the DNA database.

Based on the Haar wavelet transform, the method
provides a numeric value that identifies
evolutionary groups. The fourth trend can be
thought of as the species family and the various
levels as the sub-species and so on until reaching
the individual using the original DNA signal. As
a matter of fact, this type of classification is the
numeric representations of taxonomic species
groups. Studying the visual representation of the
DNA provides an insight into the evolutionary
process of a specific species [6].
Table 1
The n-2th trend for five plant viruses’ sequences

Table 2 extends Table 1 and presents the n-1th and
nth trends. As observed that the difference between
trends' numbers decreases from n-2th to nth.

3. Results
As observed from Table 1 and Table 2, each
group of sequences was classified according to
its trend. The numbers of nth trend are very close
to each other but there is a slight difference
between numbers of the n-1th trend. This
difference increases in the n-2th trend and so
forth. This difference is contingent on the length
of the sequence and hence the nucleotide
composition.
The second method of DNA signal
representation is the matrix representation of a
DNA sequence which consists of four rows.
Each row represents the occurrence of one DNA
base (A, C, G or T). For example the DNA
sequence with length 13 bases:
ATTCCGGAGCTAG
It will become in matrix representation as:

Table 1 presents the n-2th trends for each group
sequences and separates each group with
different color. As observed there a small
difference between the trends' numbers.
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A
C
G
T

1000000100010
0001100001000
0000011010001
0110000000100
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As we examine the above shown matrix, the first
row represents the occurrences of the (A)
nucleotide in the DNA sequence and the second,
third and fourth rows represent the (C), (G) and
(T) occurrences respectively.
We can visually represent this matrix as a dot for
each occurrence of the digit one and a blank for
each occurrence of the digit zero that is very
similar to QR (Quick Response) code.
Therefore we can apply the Haar wavelet
transform on the resulting QR image (signal) [6].
This model had been applied on Humans and
Chimps and the results were Chimps and
Humans belong to the same evolutionary family.
The fourth trend can be thought of as the species
family and the various levels as the sub-species
and so on until reaching the individual using the
original DNA signal. As a matter of fact, this
type of classification is the visual representations
of taxonomic species groups. Studying the visual
representation of the DNA provides an insight
into the evolutionary process of a specific species
[1].

transform. This corresponds to the results
represented in Table 1 and Table 2.
Afterwards, BLAST search [15] was applied on
the viral sequences. The similarity ranged from
77% and 95%. The distance tree is represented in
Figure B.1 shown in Appendix B. The relation
was also affected by both length and nucleotide
composition as seen from Table A.1 in Appendix
A.

Fig.3: Correlation coefficient between the QR
representations without applying Haar.

Figure 3 compares the QR representation of the
first two sequences of the Onion yellow dwarf
virus and computes the correlation coefficient to
obtain the degree of relationship between the two
images.

Fig.2: The QR code comparisons for trends' signals of
DNA sequences of Chimps and Humans.

In this work we apply the Haar wavelet
transform on the QR representation of the Onion
Yellow Dwarf, which is an ssRNA positive
strand virus, the viral sequences AB000472 and
AB000473 (encoding 3` terminal region of coat
protein) increased the correlation coefficient as
depicted in Figures 3 to 7. The highest
correlation coefficient was achieved at the fourth
trend as seen from Figure 6. Therefore, the
degree of relationship between the images
increases when applying the Haar wavelet
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Fig.4: Correlation coefficient between the QR
representations of the first trends.

Figure 4 compares the QR representation of the
first trend signals after applying one cycle of
Haar Wavelet. As observed the correlation
coefficient is increased, therefore the relation
between the two sequences getting closer.
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Fig.5: Correlation coefficient between the QR
representations of the second trends.

As observed from figure 5 the correlation
coefficient is increased, therefore the relation
between the two sequences getting closer.

Fig.7: Correlation coefficient between the QR
representations of the fourth trends.

As observed from the previous figures the more
applying Haar Wavelet on QR images the more
relationship between the QR images. Therefore
the classification levels become more specific
towards the bottom and become more
generalized towards the top. Table 3 will
summarize the previous figures.
Table 3
The correlation coefficients of QR images
Figure
No.
3

Haar
Wavelet
No Haar

Correlation
Coefficient
0.2192

4

First
round

0.4165

Fig.6: Correlation coefficient between the QR
representations of the third trends.

5

Second
round

0.5213

Applying the Haar Wavelet for the third time on
the resulting QR images and calculates the
correlation coefficient reveal that the two images
getting very closer as shown in figure 6.

6

Third
round

0.6421

7

Fourth
round

0.9603

11

Description
The
relationship is
weak
The
relationship is
better
The
relationship is
much better
The
relationship is
getting closer
The
relationship is
very close
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Summary & Conclusion

[7]

Based on the previous discussion, one establishes
the following:







[8]

Applying the Haar Wavelet transform
on the viruses' sequences, the proposed
method provides a numeric value that
identifies various evolutionary groups.
The classification levels become more
particular towards the bottom and
become more general towards the top.
The degree of relationship between the
QR
representations
of
viruses'
sequences increases while applying
more rounds of Haar Wavelet.
BLAST search was performed for
verification and the similarity ranged
from 77% and 95%.

The proposed methodology serves in disclosing
an unexampled classification technique based on
the Haar Transform of DNA signal
representation,
sequence alignment
and
phylogenetic analysis.
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Appendix A: Length and base composition of viral sequences.
Table A.1: Length and base composition of viral sequences
Accession
number
AB000472
AB000473

Length

N trend

1198bp
1198bp

13.2361550603357
13.2361550603357

√
√

AB000474

1199bp

13.2472036037917

√

AB027007

9760bp

38.125

×

Gene

AB027008

873bp

13.640625

√

AB027009
AB027010

876bp
876bp

13.6875
13.6875

√
√

AB004456

1292bp

14.2747181452034

×

AB004457
AB004544

1379bp
1378bp

15.2359414258789
15.2248928824228

√
√

AB098341

1098bp

12.1313007147317

√

AB098342
AB098343
AB098344
HQ588899
HQ588900

1098bp
1098bp
1098bp
2633bp
2635bp

12.1313007147317
12.1313007147317
12.1313007147317
20.5703125
20.5859375

√
√
√
√
√

HQ588901

2637bp

20.6015625

√
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Coat protein,
partial
sequence,
3`terminal
region
Complete
genome
Coat protein,
partial
sequence,
strain J1B
strain J2
strain J3
Coat protein &
nucleic acid
binding protein,
clone CLC-1
clone GC-2
clone WOC-2
Coat
protein&3`UTR,
isolate KK1
isolate MD3
isolate NS2
isolate IB4
Circular
genomic DNA
complete
sequence of
DNA-A
segment

Virus
name
Onion
yellow
dwarf

Japanese
yam
mosaic
virus

Shallot
latent
virus

Chinese
yam
necrotic
mosaic
virus

Abutilon
mosaic
virus

Virus
type
ssRNA
positive
strand

ssRNA
positive
strand

ssRNA
positive
strand

ssRNA
positive
strand

ssDNA
viruses

A

Base composition
C
G

T

34.56

18.2

22.29

24.46

34.22

17.7

23.21

24.87

33.61

17.26

23.77

25.35

34.21

18.95

22.24

24.59

35.62

19.13

24.17

21.08

35.16

17.58

25.11

22.15

34.59

17.47

25.23

22.72

28.25

20.20

23.76

27.79

28.14

20.38

23.71

27.77

27.87

20.39

23.73

28.01

32.24

19.85

23.68

24.23

32.51

19.67

23.59

24.23

32.33

19.67

23.63

24.32

32.60

19.67

23.41

24.32

24.23

23.05

23.32

29.40

24.40

23.34

23.34

29.18

24.33

23.06

23.28

29.28
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Appendix B: Distance tree of viral sequences based on BLAST search.
Figure B.1: Distance tree of viral sequences based on BLAST search.
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